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Dear editor,
Query suggestion is a widely known and well em-
bedded mechanism in modern search systems to
facilitate the task of formulating queries. The
goal is to accurately predict user’s intended query
with only few keystrokes (i.e., typed prefix),
thereby helping the user formulate a satisfacto-
ry query with less effort and avoid misspelling it
as well. Suggested candidates are typically gen-
erated based on previous queries that have been
submitted to the search systems. Such related ap-
proaches have attracted increasing interests from
the research community with proposals that take
personalization [1,2], time-awareness [3,4] and us-
er behaviors into account in a query suggestion
framework.

However, limited by the length of query sugges-
tion list, i.e., the number of returned query can-
didates by the search engine, e.g., 8 for Bing and
4 for Google, user’s satisfaction cannot be guaran-
teed, especially for short prefixes with a large pop-
ulation of ambiguous and redundant query candi-
dates. Therefore, without additional information
to disambiguate user’s search intent, the search
engine has to focus on how best to produce a set
of most potential and diversified query candidates
that covers different interpretations to maximize

the probability of satisfying the general popula-
tion of user typing the prefix. By doing so, the
possibility that any user typing the same prefix
may find at least one satisfactory query candidate
to their particular information need is maximized.
Hence, how to capture user’s search intent and re-
duce the redundancy of query completions for pre-
cisely predicting the query when typing the prefix
is challenging.

In this letter, we propose a greedy query selec-
tion (GQS) approach which aims to return the
correct query early in the candidate list and re-
duce the redundancy of the list as well, where the
search intents related to the current search popu-
larity and implicitly expressed by previous search
behaviors are considered. We identify a query’s
search intents using the clickthrough data via cat-
egorizing its clicked URLs with the ODP taxon-
omy1), which is a topical hierarchy structure for
URL categorization.

Methodology. We first illustrate the problem
of query suggestion diversification. Given prefix
p of the last query qT in a search session con-
sisting of T queries: {q1, q2, . . . , qT }, an initial
query ranking list RI produced for this prefix p
with size |RI | = kI , a probability distribution
of search intents i for the prefix P (i|p, C) giv-
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en the search context C consisting of a sequence
of preceding queries before qT : {q1, q2, . . . , qT−1},
and the satisfaction values of the query candidates
Sv(qc|p, i, C) matching the search intent i. We try
to find a reranked list of query candidates RR with
|RR| = kR, such that kR = kI , which maximizes

P (RR|p, C) =
∑

i

P (i|p, C)(1−
∏

qc∈RR

(1−Sv(qc|p, i, C))).

This objective can be achieved by iteratively fill-
ing RR with one query q� ∈ RI\RR each time until
|RR| = kR by the criterion:

arg max
qc∈RI\RR

∑

i

P (qc|p, i, C)
∏

qs∈RR

(1−P (i|p, qs, C)).

We assume the probability that a query candi-
date qc meets the search intent, i.e., P (qc|p, i, C),
can be attributed to the search popularity or ex-
pressed by the closeness to previous queries in the
session context C, with λ (0 � λ �1) controlling
the tradeoff between these two parts, thus

P (qc|p, i, C)

= λP (qc|p) + (1 − λ)P (qc|i, C)

= λP (qc|p) + (1 − λ)
∏

qt∈C

P (qc|i, qt), (1)

where we further assume that queries are indepen-
dent to each other. The search intent related to
search popularity P (qc|p) can be directly estimat-
ed from the search logs by

P (qc|p) = f(qc)∑
q∈RI

f(q)
, (2)

with f(q) indicating the frequency of query q ∈ RI .
The probability P (qc|i, qt) in (1) can be directly
estimated by the normalized distance between qc
and qp given a specific intent i, weighted by the
temporal intervals:

P (qc|i, qt) = ωt ×
(
1− |qc(i)− qt(i)|

dis(qc, qt)

)
, (3)

where dis(qc, qt) returns the 2-norm distance be-
tween qc and qt, and ωt is a normalized decay
brought by the temporal interval between qt and
qc (or qT ) to make

∑
ωt = 1, as temporally close

queries in a search session are apt to share com-
mon search intents. We compute ωt as ωt ←
norm(fTD(qt)−1), where f is a decay factor and
TD(qt) refers to the time interval, e.g., TD(qt) = 1
for the last query qT−1 in the context C. The
queries, e.g., qc and qt, can be represented by a
distribution over aspects returned by matrix fac-
torization. Hence these probabilities can be com-
puted offline before ranking.

The probability P (i|p, qs, C) indicates to what
degree the selected query candidate qs ∈ RR meets
the search intent, which can be learnt from the
search logs. Following the assumption mentioned
in [5] that the intents are independent to the typed
prefix, we simplify P (i|p, qs, C) as

P (i|p, qs, C) = P (i|qs, C), (4)

indicating the probability that a query candidate
matches the search intent is dominated by the
closeness to the intent of preceding queries in the
session. Finally, we have

P (i|p, qs, C) ∝
∏

qt∈C

P (qs|i, qt), (5)

as P (i|qs, qt) ∝ P (qs|i, qt), where P (qs|i, qt) can be
equally derived as P (qc|i, qt) in (1). By doing so,
we can gradually inject one query to the list RR

at one time until the size |RR| is matched.
In practice, we initialize RR, i.e., we fix a query

candidate to start with, which is achieved by
RR ← q∗, where q∗ is a candidate, receiving the
highest score as follows:

Score(qc) = γ ·MPC(qc) + (1− γ) · Sem(qc),

where MPC(qc) depends on the popularity and
Sem(qc) relies on the semantic similarity to search
context measured by word2vec [6]. As MPC(qc)
and Sem(qc) use different units and scales, they
need to be standardized before being combined.
We standardize MPC(qc) as

MPC(qc)← f(qc)− μT

σT
, (6)

where μT and σT are the mean and standard de-
viation of popularity of queries in RI . Similarly,
we have

Sem(qc)← Sem(qc)− μs

σs
, (7)

where μs and σs are the mean and standard devi-
ation of similarity scores of queries in RI .

Next, we infer multi-aspect relevance for a query
from clickthrough data using ODP. In detail, this
scenario consists of two major steps to build a
query-aspect matrix. The first step involves con-
structing the clickthrough data from the log. By
doing so, we get a list of all clicked URLs for each
unique query. The second step involves labelling
these URLs using ODP. After that, we infer the
aspects of a query by aggregating all aspects from
its clicked URLs. By doing so, we can use a multi-
aspect relevance vector corresponding to an aspect
relevance label.
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Finally, we replace the zeros in the query-aspect
matrix which is built for the cases that no direct
relationships between query q and aspect a are in-
ferred using ODP. We use Bayesian Probabilistic
Matrix Factorization (BPMF) [7] to derive the dis-
tribution of queries over all aspects instead. BPM-
F can be directly applied to the original query-
aspect matrix to generate an approximation ma-
trix, which assigns a non-zero value to each entry
in the original query-aspect matrix to overcome
the problem of sparseness and zero-probabilities.

Results and discussion. We compare the per-
formance of various models tested on the AOL and
MSN datasets including three baselines, i.e., M-
PC [2], MMR [8] as well as MPC-R [4], and report
the results in Table 1.

Table 1 Performance of various models tested on the
AOL and MSN datasets. The results produced by the best
performer in each column are boldfaced and those results
generated by the best baseline are underlined.

Dataset Method MRR α-nDCG@5 α-nDCG@10

AOL

MPC .6205 .6906 .7662

MMR .6223 .6984 .7713

MPC-R .6351 .6957 .7702

GQS .6418 .7211 .7983

MSN

MPC .6341 .7056 .7723

MMR .6378 .7102 .7794

MPC-R .6408 .7083 .7756

GQS .6670 .7371 .8117

Clearly, as shown in Table 1, on the AOL
dataset, GQS performs the best among these four
methods, both in terms of MRR and α-nDCG.
Compared to the MMR model, GQS presents near
3.1% improvement in terms of MRR and around
3.5% improvement in terms of α-nDCG@10. In
addition, all the improvements are statistically sig-
nificant using t-test at level p = .05. Compared
to MPC-R, GQS shows more than 1% improve-
ment in terms of MRR. However, the MRR im-
provements of GQS over MPC-R are not signifi-
cant. In contrast, the improvements in terms of
α-nDCG@5 and α-nDCG@10 are both significant
at level p = .05 using t-test. It could be attributed
to that, for some cases, the redundant queries be-
low the final submitted query are removed, which
makes no sense to improving MRR scores but helps
boost the α-nDCG@10 scores.

In contrast, on the MSN dataset, as seen in
Table 1, different from the observations on the
AOL dataset, our GQS model shows a bit more
improvement over MMR. Particularly, the GQS
model reports around 4.5% improvement in terms
of MRR and 4.1% improvement in terms of α-

nDCG@10 over the MMR model. Both these im-
provements are statistically significant using t-test
at level p = .01. However, fewer improvements
are made by the GQS model over the MMR mod-
el in terms of α-nDCG@5, near 3.5%. It could
be explained by the fact that limited redundant
query candidates can be found in the top 5 of the
candidate list, however, relatively more redundant
candidates can be found in the top 10. Compared
to the MPC-R model, our GQS model shows a sig-
nificant improvement at level α = .05 in terms of
MRR.

Conclusion and future work. In this letter, we
propose a greedy query selection (GQS) model to
address the query completion diversification task,
using the ODP taxonomy to identify aspects of
queries. For future work, it would be interesting
to further collect users’ long term search histories
so as to boost the performance.
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